
Item no.: 382078

MCE630 - Maclean LED floodlight with motion sensor, slim 30W, 2400lm, neutral
white (4000K), IP44

from 11,26 EUR
Item no.: 382078

shipping weight: 0.40 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
High-quality energy-saving and reliable light source with long life.IP44 protection class protects the device from water jets, which allows the floodlight to be used as an outdoor lamp.
Adjustable handle allows you to adjust the angle of illumination.Ideal for lighting entrances, driveways, terraces, garden paths, backyards, as well as in workshops, warehouses,
garages, basements, etc.Built-in PIR motion sensor and twilight sensor guarantee stable and very fast operation of the lamp. No need to install expensive external sensors.The light
will automatically turn on when motion is detected within the range of the sensor and turn off after the selected time has elapsed.Specifications- Power supply: 220-240V- Power
frequency: 50/60 Hz- Protection class: IP44- Power: 30 W- Luminous flux: 2400 lm- Lifetime: 50000 hours- Number of on/off cycles: 20000- Illumination angle: 120°- Luminaire
suitable for indoor and outdoor installation- Temperature range in which the luminaire can operate: -20°C to +35°C- Light color: neutral white- Color temperature: 4000K- Ambient
light sensitivity (day/night): <3-2000LUX (adjustable)- Time delay: min. 5sec (± 2sec) - max. 5min (± 1min) (adjustable)- Installation heights: 1.8 - 2.5m- Detection range: 120°-
Sensitivity/distance of detection: 2-10m (adjustable)- Does not work with dimmer- Energy efficiency class (as of 01/09/2021): F- Cable length 12cm- Cable terminated with terminal
block mounting lugsThe set includes- LED floodlight with motion sensor Maclean MCE630 NW- User manual- Manufacturer's packagingFeatures- Energy-efficient LEDs- Easy and
quick installation- Power: 30W- Light color: neutral white- High quality workmanship- Very thin housing - 30 mm- Light output: 2400 lumens- Adjustable twilight sensor- Built-in
motion sensor- Detection distance: 2-10m (adjustable)- With IP44 rating, the floodlight can be mounted outdoors
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